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Green Economy 
Coalition Global 

Meeting 2017 
Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago 

 
Tues Oct 31st 

12:00 – 18:00 Arrivals & check-in. Welcome pack, ID badges etc available at registration desk 

19:00 Informal dinner, hotel restaurant 

 

 
Weds Nov 1st  Understanding green enterprises – a day at the green market 

 

7:30 prompt 

 

Bus departs hotel for Santa Cruz green market 

8:30 Welcome & introductions 

Introduction to the Green Enterprise radar 

10:00  Coffee break 

10:30  Mini-workshops with green enterprises – collecting information 

12:30  Lunch 

13:30  Mini-workshops with green enterprises – analysing information 

15:00  Plenary: sharing results, lessons & recommendations 

Synthesis: What have we learnt about how enterprises can deliver triple-bottom 
line benefits to be a pathway to a GE? 

Wrap-up & close 

17:00 Bus departs for Port of Spain 
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Thurs Nov 2nd  Looking outwards at the enabling green ecosystem 

8:30 Understanding how green enterprises are supported in the Caribbean – case studies 

9:30  Exploring country experiences in creating an enabling ecosystem to support green 
enterprises: reviewing experiences around the world so far 

10:30  Coffee 

11:00  Policy, transition and stakeholders - what stokes the fire of change? 

Assessing what works best to support Green Enterprises 

12:00  Building an inventory of tools to support green enterprises: introduction 

12:30  Lunch 

13:30  Tools & approaches that work: A deep dive 

Microfinance; Climate-proofing enterprises; Mentoring and action learning 

14:30  Pulling together lessons on tools: sharing key lessons & recommendations 

15:30  Going global: synthesising lessons and scaling up local enterprises 

Poverty Enterprise Partnership (PEP) presents analytical framework paper on 
getting green entrepreneurship to scale 

16:30  Developing an inspiring vision of change 

Drafting a Green Enterprise Declaration to launch a global movement 

 
Fri Nov 3rd   Global stock-taking on the transition 

8:30  Launching the Green Enterprise Declaration 

High-level session with invited policy-makers, private sector, donors, international 
agencies and the media 

9:30  Connecting between people, enterprise and livelihoods  

A Green Economy reconstruction agenda for the Caribbean economy following 
hurricanes 

10:30  Coffee 

11:00  The state of the world and the Green Economy response 

A “brown economy” status check; Sociopolitical changes and implications for 
inclusive GE; International GE progress (UN, OECD, GGGI) and GEC positioning 

12:30 Lunch 
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13:30 Linking local to global 

Overview of progress around the Green Economy Five Themes both locally and 
globally 

14:30 Dialogues: An approach to tie our work together 

Building coherence between the micro and the macro (Linking local grass roots 
action with policy); Building coherence over time 

15:00  2020 Visions and Actions 

GEC strategy and priorities – opportunities for deeper, wider, faster 

16:00 Next steps, wrap-up, thanks and close of meeting 

 

Sat Nov 4th   Working effectively as a global network (GEC hubs only) 

9:00  GE Hub reflection on three days 

Do dialogues work in local context; Accessing global policy; Getting to the regional 
level; Telling the story; Lessons learned 

9:30  Dialogues – Building Movement 

Principles of dialogues; Local level conversations; Testing local data for national 
relevance; Policy action; Systems change over time; Connecting national work with 
global action; building inter hub linkage practice and protocols 

10:30  Project Management & ROM review 

12:00  Lunch 

13:00 Communications & online learning  

14:00 Building a global Green Economy network 

Coordinating action across GE hubs; Learning from one another; Supporting one 
another; Delivering a GE network as per the plan 

15:00 A secretariat that adds value to the global network 

Review of expectations of the secretariat – past and future; With an expanded team, 
what can we do better;  Defining feedback loops to ensure that lessons are learned 

16:00  Close & summing up 

19:00 Informal team dinner  

 

Green Economy Coalition policy dialogues are funded in collaboration with the  
European Union (DCI-ENV/2016/372-847) 


